Characterization of the in situ magnetic architecture of oceanic crust (Hess Deep) using near-source vector magnetic data
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Abstract

Marine magnetic anomalies are a powerful tool for detecting geomagnetic polarity reversals, lithological contrasts, and alteration fronts in the oceanic lithosphere. Our aim here is to detect lithological contacts in fast-spreading lower crust and shallow mantle by characterizing magnetic anomalies and investigating their origins. We conducted a high-resolution, near-bottom, vector magnetic survey of crust exposed in the Hess Deep “tectonic window” using the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Isis during RRS James Cook cruise JC21 in 2008. Hess Deep is located at the western tip of the propagating rift of the Cocos-Nazca plate boundary near the East Pacific Rise (EPR) (2°15′N, 101°30′W). ROV Isis collected high-resolution bathymetry and near-bottom magnetic data as well as seafloor samples to determine the in situ lithostratigraphy and internal structure of a section of EPR lower crust and mantle exposed on the steep (~20°dipping) south facing slope just north of the Hess Deep nadir. Ten magnetic profiles were collected up the slope using a three-axis fluxgate magnetometer mounted on ROV Isis. We develop and extend the vertical magnetic profile (VMP) approach of Tivey (1996) by incorporating, for the first time, a three-dimensional vector analysis, leading to what we here termed as “vector vertical magnetic profiling” approach. We calculate the source magnetization distribution, the deviation from two-dimensionality, and the strike of magnetic boundaries using both the total field Fourier-transform inversion approach and a modified differential vector magnetic analysis. Overall, coherent, long-wavelength total field anomalies are present with a strong magnetization contrast between the upper and lower parts of the slope. The total field anomalies indicate a coherently magnetized source at depth. The upper part of the slope is weakly magnetized and magnetic structure follows the underlying slope morphology, including a “bench” and lobe-shaped steps, imaged by microbathymetry. The lower part of the slope is strongly magnetized, with a gradual reduction in amplitude from east to west across the slope. Surface morphology and recent drilling results indicate that the slope has been affected by mass wasting, but the observation of internally coherent magnetization distributions within the upper and lower slopes suggest that the disturbance is surficial. We attribute the spatial differences in magnetization distribution to the combination of changes in in situ lithology and depth to the source. These survey lines document the first magnetic profiles that capture the gabbro-ultramafic and possibly dike-gabbro boundaries in fast-spreading lower crust.

1. Introduction

In “normal spreading” environments with a “Penrose-type” “layer cake” upper crustal sequence [Anonymous, 1972], the dominant source of marine magnetic anomalies is thought to be the extrusive basaltic layer [e.g., Harrison, 1987]. The coherency in aligned magnetic anomalies recorded within this basaltic crust—the magnetic stripes—is fundamental evidence underpinning the seafloor spreading hypothesis [Vine and Matthews, 1963]. Studies of lower crustal gabbros and upper mantle peridotites suggest that these deeper lithologies are also capable of contributing to the marine magnetic anomaly signal [e.g., Fox and Opdyke, 1973; Kidd, 1977; Arkani-Hamed, 1988; Pariso and Johnson, 1993; Johnson and Pariso, 1993; Gee and Kent, 2007]. It is now recognized that large areas of ocean crust formed at slow spreading spreading centers are nonbasaltic at the seafloor [Escartin et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2006, 2008]. Lower crustal and upper mantle rocks are exposed via low-angle detachment faults associated with oceanic core complexes (OCCs) [e.g., Kane Megamullion:
The formation history of the Hess Deep region has been investigated by submersible studies [Francheteau et al., 1990; Karson et al., 1992] and drilling [Gillis et al., 1993, 2014] (Figures 1b and 2). Francheteau et al. [1990] documented outcrops of the intrarift ridge and Nazca-Cocos spreading center in the Hess Deep rift valley through dredging and submersible dives. The north wall of Hess Deep has been investigated by submersible Alvin [Karson et al., 1992]. Vertical transects of this north wall reveal a crustal stratigraphy of
the exposed portion of the EPR lithosphere of an extrusive basaltic layer, the sheeted dike complex, and minor outcrops of uppermost gabbros. Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg 147 drilled: (i) a 150 m deep hole into gabbros on the western summit of the intrarift ridge (Hole 894G) and (ii) two ~100 m holes (at Site 895) into harzburgites and dunites on the southern flank of the eastern end of the intrarift ridge, which is inferred to be a crust-mantle transition zone [Gillis et al., 1993] (Figure 2). Based on early tectonic mapping and submersible sampling [Francheteau et al., 1990], paleomagnetic and rock magnetic analyses [Hurst et al., 1994; Varga et al., 2004], and a tectonic synthesis of the Leg 147 results [MacLeod et al., 1996], two different models for the formation of intrarift ridge and Hess Deep valley were developed. One model suggests that the intrarift ridge is the result of uplift by serpentinite diapirism [Francheteau et al., 1990] and the other model suggests it is a horst lying above a south-dipping, low-angle detachment fault [MacLeod et al., 1996].

During the recent Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Expedition 345, Site U1415 drilled and recovered core samples of the lower half to one third of the EPR plutonic crust, providing the first reference section for primitive fast-spreading oceanic lower crust (Figure 3) [Gillis et al., 2014]. Magnetic orientations observed in the core samples suggest that the drilled section of Site U1415 consists of a series of blocks with various (a few tens of meters) thicknesses and block rotations formed by mass wasting [Gillis et al., 2014]; (a) data from IODP Hole U1415J have positive inclinations (of approximately +30°) in the top 40 m below seafloor (mbsf) overlying a zone from 40 to 100 mbsf with negative inclinations (of approximately −45°) but...
with considerable inclination scatter; and (b) data from IODP Hole U1415P, in contrast, show that the top 60 mbsf has a mean inclination of $55^\circ \pm 9.2^\circ$ overlying a zone from 60 to 100 mbsf with a mean inclination of $30.8^\circ \pm 13.5^\circ$\cite{Gillis et al., 2014}.

2.2. Hess Deep Magnetism

Crustal magnetic investigations provide important insight into the formation of the Hess Deep region. Magnetic field results from Alvin dives on the north wall of Hess Deep reveal a weakly magnetized sheeted dike complex and dike-gabbro transition zone \cite{Tivey and Christeson, 1999; Varga et al., 2004}. Alvin dives 3379 and 3380 along the north wall show reverse polarity (negatively magnetized) crust at these locations consistent with their inferred spreading history \cite{Tivey and Christeson, 1999} (Figures 1b and 1d).

Within Hess Deep on the intrasrift ridge, paleomagnetic and rock magnetic results from 124 discrete gabbro samples recovered at ODP Hole 894G (Figures 1b and 2) show a mean natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of 2.2 A/m \cite{Kikawa et al., 1996; Pariso et al., 1996}. The stable direction of the characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) has a median inclination of $+45^\circ$ (averaged values from $+51.2^\circ \pm 13.9^\circ$ by Kikawa et al. [1996] and 38° by Pariso et al. [1996]). A total of 67 harzburgite and 170 dunite discrete samples from ODP Site 895 yielded mean NRM values of 1.6 and 3.1 A/m, respectively. Harzburgites and dunites recovered from ODP Site 895 were typically more than 70% serpentinized \cite{Arai and Matsukage, 1996; Früh-Green et al., 1996; Mével and Stamoudi, 1996}. The median Koenigsberger ratio of these samples was about 2.4, consistent with this level of serpentinization and indicating a strong remanent magnetization component. The average ChRM inclination for samples from Site 895 (Figures 1b and 2) is $+55.7^\circ \pm 22.7^\circ$ \cite{Kikawa et al., 1996}. 

Figure 3. (a) Detailed map of the south facing slope of Hess Deep showing the near-bottom magnetic track lines. The base map is a compilation of shipboard bathymetry and ROV microbathymetry data from Ferrini et al. [2013]. The line numbering is the convention used during the JC21 expedition. The orange line is the cross-track line for checking the data quality in between dives 67 and 71 (Figure S2 in the supporting information). Rock samples collected during JC21 and IODP Expedition 345 Site U1415 Holes I, J, and P, where gabbro samples were cored \cite{Gillis et al., 2014}, are also indicated and (b) simplified ROV microbathymetry overlain by magnetic track lines and sample locations. Magenta line shows the location of the profile in C. (c) N-S cross section of the bench topographic feature in the middle of the slope (modified from Ferrini et al. [2013]).
The most prominent individual feature on the slope is visible in the microbathymetry data as a by talus interspersed with in situ rock exposures along the survey tracks. Distribution of lithology types and to collect rock samples. ROV dive videos show the region to be dominated (terrace) feature at ~4800 m water depth (Figure 3b) [MacLeod et al., 1996]. Partially serpentinized peridotites dominate in the SE corner of the study area (Figure 3), and transition to troctolites, primitive olivine gabbros and evolved oxide gabbros/gabbronorites, and eventually to diabase (basaltic dikes) with an EPR-like chemistry [Ferrini et al., 2013]. Petrological observations and geochemical studies of the recovered ROV samples document the lithological distribution of dike, gabbros and (oxide-)gabbros, olivine gabbros, and serpentinized peridotite. We obtained a total of 93 samples from our study area in the south facing slope (Figures 2 and 3).

2.3. Cruise JC21 Overview

Data in this study were obtained during RRS James Cook Cruise JC21 (6 January–10 February 2008) as part of a site survey conducted to support IODP Expedition 345 [Gillis et al., 2014]. The objective of the cruise was to investigate lower oceanic crust exposed in Hess Deep using high-resolution near-bottom geophysics and sampling using the British ROV Isis. One of the designated survey sites was the south facing slope that flanks the deepest part of the rift valley where IODP Expedition 345 drill Site U1415 was eventually located (Figure 3a). New swath bathymetric data collected by the vessel’s shipboard EM120 multibeam sonar improved the regional morphological data over Hess Deep rift valley and vicinity [Ferrini et al., 2013] (Figures 1 and 2).

We also collected near-bottom microbathymetry data on the south facing slope (Figure 2) using a Simrad SM2000 multibeam sonar mounted on ROV Isis on multiple dives [Ferrini et al., 2013]. Near-bottom magnetic data were collected on two of these dives (Dives 67 and 71 in Figure 3a). ROV Isis carried out this geophysical survey at an altitude of 100 m above the seafloor with 200 m line spacing (Figure 3). Following this mapping, ROV Isis was employed to visually image and document the in situ basement exposures to determine the distribution of lithology types and to collect rock samples. ROV dive videos show the region to be dominated by talus interspersed with in situ rock exposures along the survey tracks. The most prominent individual feature on the slope is visible in the microbathymetry data as a flat “bench-like” (terrace) feature at ~4800 m water depth (Figure 3b) [Ferrini et al., 2013]. Other important features associated with this terrace include consecutive semicircular scars on the slope face (Figures 2 and 3) and a lobe-shaped toe, the latter appearing to be a common morphology in the lower slopes of the Hess Deep rift valley (Figure 2).

We obtained a total of 93 samples from our study area in the south facing slope (Figures 2 and 3). Petrological observations and geochemical studies of the recovered ROV samples document the lithological distribution of dike, gabbros and (oxide-)gabbros, olivine gabbros, and serpentinized peridotite. Partially serpentinized peridotites dominate in the SE corner of the study area (Figure 3), and transition to troctolites, primitive olivine gabbros and evolved oxide gabbros/gabbronorites, and eventually to diabase (basaltic dikes) with an EPR-like chemistry [MacLeod et al., 2008; Lissenberg et al., 2013] toward the NW corner of the study area.

The remanent magnetization of representative basaltic dike and gabbro samples were measured at the Paleomagnetism Laboratory, Plymouth University, UK. The average NRM of basaltic dike samples is 0.61 ± 0.24 A/m (5 samples) and for the gabbros is 1.17 ± 2.3 A/m (58 samples) (Table 1). It is important to be aware that these rock samples were recovered from in situ outcrops that have undergone seafloor weathering, which can modify primary magnetic phases thereby potentially reducing the original magnetization intensity [e.g., Irving et al., 1970].

Finally, high-precision U-Pb dating of zircon minerals from gabbric rocks collected by the JC21 cruise at the western end of the intrarift ridge show that these gabbros were formed between 1.27 and 1.42 Ma, i.e., during the Matuyama reversed polarity epoch [Rioux et al., 2012].
3. Methods

3.1. External Field Variations

A correction for diurnal variation is critical to the analysis of magnetic data acquired near the equator because the daily variation in Earth's magnetic field can easily be ±50 nT due to changes in solar ionization ("electrojet") of the Earth's ionosphere [e.g., Onwumechilli, 1967]. We obtained records of Earth's magnetic field total intensity for the JC21 cruise time period from the Teoloyucan Magnetic Observatory (19.75°N, 99.2°W), the longitudinally closest magnetic observatory to our survey site (data are publicly available at Space Physics Interactive Data Resource, http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr). There was only one magnetic storm (2 February 2008) during this period, and the remainder of the period is relatively quiet. Both dives 67 and 71 and the sea surface magnetic survey were collected outside of the magnetic storm period. The diurnal variation was retarded by 3 h to account for the longitude difference between the magnetic observatory and the center location of our survey site. We used the averaged diurnal variation profile from this observatory data set, excluding the magnetic storm, to correct both the sea surface and near-bottom magnetic data.

3.2. Sea Surface Magnetic Data Collection and Processing

Sea surface magnetic data were collected during cruise JC21 using a Marine Magnetics SeaSPY magnetometer sensor towed 280 m behind the ship at ~5.1444 m/s. We merged the magnetic and navigation data by calculating the position of the magnetometer with respect to the ship's GPS-based position. The resampled sea surface data were corrected for the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)-11 model [Finlay et al., 2010] to obtain the total field magnetic anomaly. For reference, the average total magnetic field observed at this location during our survey period was 41,493 nT. We combined these new JC21 sea surface magnetic data with previously collected sea surface magnetic data over the Hess Deep rift valley area available from the National Centers for Environmental Information (cruise IDs: CCTW02MV, CERE03WT, DI110L1, ENCR01WT, PLDS01MV, PPTU02WT, and VAN01MV). We compiled eight previous sea surface magnetic surveys over the Hess Deep rift valley. The average cross-over error between each data set was calculated using the x2sys program package [Wessel, 1989, 2010]. Cross-over errors were reduced from 29.2 to 3.7 nT by using a linear spline interpolator to level each of the track lines [Wessel, 2010]. The final compiled magnetic data were then interpolated onto a 0.25° spaced grid using the GMT software minimum-curvature algorithm with a tension parameter of 0.25 (Figure 1c). At this equatorial latitude with the low geomagnetic field inclination, magnetic anomalies have an almost 180° phase shift such that the negative magnetic anomaly over the Cocos-Nazca spreading

### Table 1. Natural Remanent Magnetization Measurements on Dives 69, 70, and 73 Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>NRM Intensity A/m</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69R4A</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R4B</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R6B</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>troctolite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R10B</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>disseminated oxide gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R14B</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69R16B</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>oxide gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R1A</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R1B</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R1C</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R2A</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R2B</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R2C</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R10A</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R10B</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R14B</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R15B</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R17B</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>disseminated oxide gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R18B</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>oxide diorite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70R20B</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>oxide diorite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R2B</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R4A</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R4B</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R4C</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R5A</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R7A</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>Cocos-Nazca basalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R7B</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>Cocos-Nazca basalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R7C</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>Cocos-Nazca basalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R7D</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>Cocos-Nazca basalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R9B</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>orthopyroxene-bearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>olivine oxide gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R13A</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R13B</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R13C</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R14A</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R14B</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R14C</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R15B</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>orthopyroxene-bearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R16A</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>troctolitic gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R18B</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>olivine gabbro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73R20B</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>olivine-bearing gabbro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
indicates normal polarity Brunhes crust. Reduction-to-the-pole [Spector and Grant, 1970; Blakely, 1995] is inherently unstable at this latitude so we have chosen to simply refer to the observed anomaly map (Figure 1c) keeping in mind that we are dealing with a 180° phase shift.

3.3. Near-Bottom Magnetic Data Collection and Processing
Near-bottom three-component magnetic field data were collected by ROV Isis (dives 67 and 71) using a three axis Honeywell HMR2300 magnetometer mounted on the vehicle. The magnetometer has an intrinsic accuracy of ±4 nT and was mounted in a position on the ROV to minimize electrical interference and other sources of magnetic noise. The magnetic sensor was calibrated for both the permanent and induced field effects of the ROV. Considerable variation can be recognized between track lines in opposite heading directions particularly in low-latitude survey areas where the horizontal component is dominant in the ambient geomagnetic field. For this study, we built a calibration profile from the east-west turns within survey profiles to calculate the calibration coefficient matrix.

ROV magnetic field data were corrected for the vehicle’s permanent and induced magnetization and motions (heading, pitch, and roll) based on the calibration routines established by Isezaki [1986], Seama et al. [1993], and Korenaga [1995]. ROV depth and altitude were obtained from a Paroscientific and Doppler altimeter, respectively, while the vehicle heading, pitch, and roll information were obtained from an Octans fiber optic gyrocompass. All the data, including magnetic field measurements, navigation, and vehicle attitude data were merged and processed based on time (i.e., all the sensor clocks were in sync with the vehicle clock). The calibration turns reduced the magnetic effect of the submersible on the sensor from 10,000 nT to less than 1,000 nT for both heading directions (uphill and downhill) (see also Figure S1 in the supporting information). There was no significant heading correction necessary.

After correction for the ROV vehicle-induced magnetization, we merged the vector magnetic data with the ROV navigation data. Navigation data utilized a ship-based ultrashort baseline system that was corrected based on the ROV microbathymetry and doppler velocity log positions [see Ferrini et al., 2013].

To obtain vector magnetic anomaly components due to the magnetized lithosphere, we used the vehicle-corrected magnetic data merged with navigation and removed the present-day IGRF-11 model, i.e., inclination (17.6°), declination (008°), horizontal component (30,207 nT), and vertical component (4,273 nT) [Finlay et al., 2010]. An IGRF value of 31,741 nT was subtracted from the total field data.

3.4. Magnetic Modeling
3.4.1. Cleaning and Resampling of Data
Ten near-bottom magnetic profiles from ROV Isis dives 67 and 71 were used in this study (Figure 4a) with the following survey characteristics: (1) north-south oriented track lines, (2) an east-west tie line to check...
consistency between profiles (Figure 3a, also see Figure S2 in the supporting information), (3) a constant observation level above the slope surface (~101 m), and (4) lateral coverage from east to west with equally spaced track lines (~200 m), providing a consistent length scale for interpreting the results. There was no significant difference in anomaly baseline between upslope (northward) tracks and downslope (southward) tracks.

We “cleaned” both the vector and total anomaly data by removing portions of the track lines during periods when the ROV was being maneuvered at the end of lines or during sampling operations. Next, we resampled the 1 Hz vector components and total field onto a uniform along-track spacing of 3 m for subsequent Fourier transform processing.

3.4.2. Parameterization From Forward Modeling Results

Solutions derived from potential field modeling are nonunique, and so we use the principle of Occam’s Razor to seek the simplest source structure in the total and vector-VMP modeling that fits the data. In the case of Hess Deep, we have constraints on the inclination value and polarity of magnetization from previous drilling results [Kikawa et al., 1996]. Particularly important for our study is the premise, in order to explain the regional tectonic history, that the serpentinization of lower crust and upper mantle predates the rotation of the intrarift ridge [MacLeod et al., 1996]. We conducted forward and inverse modeling using parameters suggested from the ODP Leg 147 drilled sites.

We first calculated a forward model of the observed magnetic field for each profile based on an analytic solution using first-order polygonal magnetic sources [Tolwani and Heirtzler, 1964]. The remanent magnetic source is composed of 3 × 3 m square polygons with an effective in situ inclination of +51° and a declination of 330°, which are the average inclination value from the ODP Leg 147 results [Kikawa et al., 1996; Pariso et al., 1996] and the declination derived from core-log integration results [MacLeod et al., 1996]. Note that these values are assumed to represent the original remanent magnetization from serpentinization that has subsequently been rotated tectonically. The ambient present-day inclination and declination values used are 17.6° and 008°, respectively [i.e., Finlay et al., 2010]. We incorporated the 20° slope angle by rotating the calculation reference frame, yielding in situ effective inclination of +71° and present-day inclination of 37.6° in our model. The strike of the magnetic bodies is east-west (i.e., 90° from the north) and slope dips 20° toward the south. In our survey area, we do not know the exact location of the magnetite Curie isotherm (~580°C) at the Hess Deep Rift Valley system, which would define the depth limit of any lithospheric magnetization source layer. We note that the adjacent EPR crust located 100 km from the spreading axis (66 mm/yr half-spreading rate) yields a 600°C isotherm at approximately 10 km below the seafloor [e.g., Braun et al., 2000]. However, for this study, we assumed a nominal constant source layer thickness of 1.0 km, which is consistent with the previously interpreted vertical extent of the gabbroic layer at Hess Deep [Wiggins et al., 1996; Ballu et al., 1999].

Starting with an initial model with a constant magnetization and fixed inclination values along the track lines, we carried out iterations to match the calculated total magnetic field to the observed total field by adjusting magnetization intensity values both in the positive and negative direction (i.e., implying either normal or reverse polarity).

Forward modeling results from all the ROV dive tracks indicate that the south facing slope is weakly positively magnetized with a few negatively magnetized blocks (Figure 4b). Magnetization values vary from ~8 to +8 A/m along track, with median and mean values of 0.7 and 0.45 A/m, respectively. The overall distribution of magnetization intensities show that the upper slope is weakly magnetized compared with the lower slope. The magnetization distribution is also coherent from east to west between dive tracks 674 to 712 with a strong lateral correlation of the negatively magnetized segments at the location of anomaly peaks. The four western dive tracks 715 to 718 show an overall decrease in magnetization intensity from east to west (Figure 4b).

3.4.3. Total Field: Vertical Magnetic Profile (VMP) Inversion Analysis

We conducted magnetic inversion modeling of the corrected total magnetic field anomaly data using the vertical magnetic profile (VMP) approach established by Tivey [1996] (Figure 5a). With this method, given some basic assumptions about the polarity and inclination of the source region, we can calculate the total magnetic field response of in situ magnetic sources on a slope-oriented east-west. This method is particularly helpful when the magnetic profile is measured along a sloping surface as it avoids overfiltering the observed signal by having to upward continue to a level plane from the bottom of the slope to the upper part of the
slope. Essentially, the VMP method is a geometrical transformation that rotates the slope about its average slope angle into a level, slightly undulating surface, so that the original coordinates of the profile along the slope are also rotated and upward continuation to a new horizontal plane within this rotated frame of reference. In this approach only minimal filtering is incurred following Gusi’s [1987] upward continuation. This new level plane within the new “slope” reference frame is used to calculate the inversion for magnetization using the Parker and Huestis [1974] approach.

We used the following parameters for the VMP inverse modeling: a long- and short-wavelength cutoff of 3.25 km (equal to 12 h s) and 0.2 km, respectively; an in situ magnetization inclination of +51° with an average slope angle of ~20° and a declination of 330° [MacLeod et al., 1996]; and a present-day effective ambient magnetic field inclination of 17.6° and a declination of 8°. In our calculation, we incorporated the 20° slope angle by rotating the calculation reference frame, yielding in situ effective inclination of +71° and present-day inclination of 37.6° in our model.

### 3.4.4. Vector Vertical Magnetic Profiling (VVMP) and Directional Analyses

In addition to total field, we conducted a vector field analysis of the near-bottom three-component magnetic data to characterize in situ magnetic sources with additional information on the location and trends of possible magnetic and structural boundaries [e.g., Seama et al., 1993; Korenaga, 1995; Lee and Kim, 2004].

Starting with the diurnal-, vehicle-, and IGRF-11 model-corrected three-component magnetic field data, we used a modified version of the VMP method [Tivey, 1996] that accommodates the three magnetic components of x: north, y: east, and z: vertical (i.e., our Vector-VMP or VVMP method) (Figure 5b). To rotate the data into the horizontal plane in the same manner as the VMP method, the overall geometry of the west-east striking south facing slope becomes useful. We take the west-east direction (y) as a fixed axis and then make...
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a new coordinate system rotating the x and z axes around the y axis using the average slope angle (Figure 5b). The rotated three-component data were then resampled and upward continued to a level observation plane within this rotated reference frame.

We then use the rotated vector field data to obtain the deviation from two dimensionality of the magnetic sources [Isezaki, 1986; Korenaga, 1995] as well as a structural index by calculating the intensity of spatial differential vectors (ISDV) [Seama et al., 1993].

The deviation from two dimensionality of the magnetic sources in this study is primarily indicative of the linearity of the magnetic source. Theoretically, this linearity of the source is evaluated by comparing the observed ($H_{obs}$) and theoretical ($H_{sd}$) horizontal components of the anomaly data [Isezaki, 1986]. Previous studies evaluated the deviation from a two-dimensional source (i.e., the amount of “three-dimensionality”) based on the residual power of the signal-to-noise ratio [Korenaga, 1995; Lee and Kim, 2004; Sato et al., 2009]. We instead used the difference between $H_{obs}$ and $H_{sd}$ directly to show the distribution of the deviations because (1) the ROV data have an optimal signal-to-noise ratio and (2) the power density spectrum of our profile contains meaningful spectra over the entire wave number domain (our profiles are 3 km long with a wave number of 0.33 km$^{-1}$), and therefore Wiener filtering used by Korenaga [1995] is not required for our case.

To identify magnetic boundaries using three-component magnetic vector anomalies, Seama et al. [1993] proposed using the ISDV approach. ISDV as defined by Isezaki [1986] and Seama et al. [1993] is the vector sum (intensity) of changes in each of the three crustal magnetic field components (differential vectors) along a ship track coordinate assuming a purely 2-D magnetic source, i.e., if the crustal magnetic field direction is parallel to a boundary direction within a magnetic source, the ISDV is zero. The advantage of using the ISDV is that it reaches a maximum at a magnetic boundary (i.e., structural, lithological, or polarity), irrespective of the magnetization direction. We applied this technique to our vector magnetic anomalies to detect the location and trends of magnetic boundaries. The ISDV values are calculated at each observation point in the upward continued data. Seama et al. [1993] suggest that the resolution (the width of the detectable boundary) of the ISDV method is 1.5 times the water depth. For our near-bottom data, the relevant distance would be the water depth to the sensor, which given the nominal ROV altitude of 100 m, means that the ISDV data effectively includes all wavelengths down to a length scale of ~150 m.

4. Results

4.1. Sea Surface Magnetic Anomalies

Our new compilation of JC21 sea surface magnetic anomalies leveled with previously collected shipborne magnetic anomaly profiles and the EMAG2 grid [Maus et al., 2009] document that (1) two Alvin dive traverses (dives 3379 and 3380) are within reversely magnetized crust consistent with the vertical profiling results by Tivey and Christeson [1999]; (2) Sites 894 and 895 are within the same reversely magnetized crust (Matuyama reverse polarity), but can also be projected into a normal polarity portion of the EPR crust, if we extrapolate Lonsdale’s (1977) magnetic lineations on the EMAG2 map; (3) JC21 dives 67 and 71 are located directly south of this possible normal polarity portion of the EPR crust (Figure 1c); and (4) ODP Site 894 paleomagnetic results suggest that the crust has normal polarity, whereas the zircon U-Pb date from the ROV sample in the vicinity of ODP Site 894 suggests an absolute age of 1.27 Ma, within the reverse polarity Matuyama chron (Figure 1c).

4.2. Magnetization Distribution: VMP Inversion Results

The VMP inversion results along each of the 1-D profiles (dives 67: 1–4 and 71: 1–8) provide the simplest case of a 2-D magnetization distribution model for a constant thickness source layer. We observe several features in the VMP inversion results that are worthy of note. For simplicity, we divide the slope into an upper and lower parts based on the magnetization contrasts and underlying morphology (Figures 6a and 6b).

The major feature revealed by the VMP inversion is the overall coherency in regional magnetization character across the study area (Figures 6a and 6b). We can correlate peaks and troughs of magnetization between track lines. A strong magnetization contrast is found between the upper and lower parts of the slope. The location of this contrast is marked by a broad magnetization low and coincides with the bench between the upper and lower parts of the slope [Ferrini et al., 2013] (Figures 6a and 6b). On the upper slope, magnetization character is subdued. On the lower slope, magnetization character is dominated by high-amplitude,
long-wavelength (500–1000 m) features with a gradual reduction in amplitude from east to west across the slope (Figures 6a and 6b).

4.3. VVMP Directional Analysis Results

Vector field magnetic anomaly analyses show a magnetic source character that is not captured either by the forward or inverse modeling approaches. The peaks in the intensity of the spatial differential vectors (ISDV) can result from topographic effects, geomagnetic field reversals, and magnetization contrasts [Seama et al., 1993]. The distribution of calculated magnetic strikes based on the ISDV peaks are representative of different areas with internally consistent magnetic boundary orientations (Figure 6a). For the south facing slope of Hess Deep, these ISDV peaks potentially correspond to different combinations of strong deformation, rotation, faulting, and alteration of the underlying magnetized rocks. Throughout the slope, we observe two concentrations of ISDV peaks with similar orientations to the underlying morphology (Figure 6a). One is located in the middle part of the slope, which coincides with the termination of the upper slope at the bench and corresponds to the troughs in magnetization values on lines 711, 712, 715, and 716. The other is located at the edge of the lobe-shaped morphology in the lower slope that coincides with the broader trough in the magnetization from lines 674 to 716 (Figure 6a).

The three dimensionality of the source is characterized by the magnitude of the deviations from a two-dimensional source [e.g., Talwani and Heirtzler, 1964] and can be used to infer how the juxtaposition of magnetic boundaries within the underlying magnetic bodies deviate from a strike perpendicular to the survey track. On the south facing slope, there are two areas in the magnetic source region where significant deviations from a two-dimensional source are observed. The strongest deviation is located at the southwestern corner of the lower part of the slope where the magnetization values are the weakest. In the eastern middle part of the slope at the bench there is a smaller area of distinctive three dimensionality (Figure 6c).

5. Discussion

5.1. The Origin of the Coherent Magnetic Source at the Hess Deep

All the results from magnetic inversion and 3-D index analyses indicate that there is internally coherent magnetic source that produces (1) a high contrast between upper and lower slope magnetization amplitudes, the location of which is marked by the morphological bench situated at the middle of the slope (Figure 6); and (2) a systematic westward weakening of anomaly amplitude in the lower slope. The origin of this coherent magnetic source is likely to be a combination of in situ magnetization, structure, and lithology (i.e., rock and associated alteration types).
At present, there are no fully oriented samples widely distributed across the south facing slope to constrain polarity distributions. Even two closely located drilled holes on the bench (IODP Holes U1415J and U1415P, Figure 3a) exhibit formations with significantly different inclination values and polarity distributions both downhole and in between the two holes, suggesting the relatively shallow coring has only sampled the surficial disturbed zone of mass wasting [Gillis et al., 2014]. Even if fully oriented samples become available in deeper holes, however, their interpretation would likely be challenging because of complex, temporally and spatially variable, late-stage serpentinization of the mantle rocks [Kikawa et al., 1996; MacLeod et al., 1996]. Hence, our discussion will focus on deciphering the origin of changes in magnetic intensity on the south facing slope of the Hess Deep by documenting the geophysical footprint of the crustal architecture and internally preserved lithological evolution.

Although previous studies [e.g., Francheteau et al., 1990; MacLeod et al., 1996] tacitly assumed that the south facing slope comprised a 2-D section through a lithological layer cake of fast spreading oceanic lithosphere—upper mantle, lower, and the upper crust sections—we observe little systematic, stratigraphic, juxtapositions of such layer cake lithology based on the ROV sample distribution, except for two, broad assemblages of lower crustal/ultramafic rocks in the eastern lower part of the slope and upper crustal rocks in the upper part of the slope. The lithological contribution to the magnetic signatures can still be considered, but other magnetic sources are required to fully explain the observed magnetic signatures.

The internally coherent magnetic source found in the south facing slope suggests that the locally observed slope consists of mostly cohesive sliding units as a consequence of mass wasting. Seafloor slope observations in the Atlantic [e.g., Mitchell et al., 2000; Cannat et al., 2013] document the distinctive character of mass wasting (block sliding) of serpentinized seafloor—it behaves as cohesive slipped blocks where scars on the failing tectonic scarp can be semicircular, while the slipped block has lobe-shaped steps and a toe [Cannat et al., 2013]. These morphological features are observed in the microbathymetry as a 100 m wide bench [Ferrini et al., 2013] and as consecutive semicircular steps of cohesive slipped blocks with a thick, lobe-shaped toe (Figure 3). The hydrous minerals that compose the major lithology of serpentinized rocks would lead to slipped blocks having viscoplastic behavior so that fissures can develop with little fragmentation from internal deformation of the blocks [Cannat et al., 2013], thereby preserving internal structure and lithology, as has been proposed for this region [Ferrini et al., 2013]. The line-to-line coherency of magnetization distribution, particularly the coincidence between changes in magnetization character and ISDV peaks (Figures 6a and 6b) and the location of the midslope bench suggest that the source of the anomalies is not surficial.

The overall distinctive magnetic signatures are indicative of well-preserved internal structure to our surveyed area. The thickness and juxtaposition of the slipped block(s) and randomly overlying debris remain unknown, although paleomagnetic results from IODP Holes U1415-I, J, and P located on the bench (Figure 3a) indicate that at least the upper 35–60 m of the bench consists of rotated, displaced blocks by mass wasting [Gillis et al., 2014]. However, even with a simple phase-shift test, where we assign additional 45° and 90° rotations to the inversion results, we still preserve the overall juxtaposition of highs and lows within the magnetization distribution (Figure S3 in the supporting information), indicating that the coherent magnetized source is likely due to a single slipped magnetized block extending to depth (at least to the modeled 1 km thickness) with polarity boundaries normal to the slope face rather than overlapping slipped blocks (thin slivers) with opposite polarities. Hence, our magnetic imaging likely reflects the internal magnetic source architecture of the footwall of the south facing slope.

The high-magnetization contrast at the bench of the slope is likely explained by a structural boundary that is related to the semicircular tectonic sole of the slipped block (Figures 6 and 7). Within the lower part of the slope below the sole, the westward weakening of the magnetization amplitude is attributed to a combination of changes in thickness, the randomness of rock emplacement by mass wasting processes, and variations in lithology (Figure 7).

In our study area, serpentinized peridotite samples are confined only to the easternmost side of the slope with olivine and oxide gabbros and basaltic dikes to the west, possibly explaining the westward weakening in magnetization amplitudes, because among these rock types (i) magnetization values of serpentinized peridotite can be much higher than that of basaltic dikes and gabbros depending on the degree of serpentinization [Saad, 1969; Kikawa et al., 1996; Dyment, 1998; Ouﬁ et al., 2002; Malvoisin et al., 2012a, 2012b] and (ii)
magnetization values of gabbroic rocks are typically less than those of serpentinized peridotite samples and typically vary depending on the mineralogy and cooling history [Kent et al., 1978; Luyendyk and Day, 1982; Gee and Meurer, 2002; Hosford et al., 2003; Varga et al., 2004; Garcés and Gee, 2007; Mafone et al., 2014]. The magnetization of the dike section as a whole has been found to be relatively weak [e.g., in ODP Hole 504B; Pariso and Johnson, 1991] especially compared to other crustal sections and so our results appear broadly consistent with this distribution. In addition, microbathymetry of the south facing slope indicates that the lobe-shaped toe of the slide appears to thicken westward, where the strongest deviation from the two dimensionality is also observed, suggesting that the western side of the lower part of the slope has a different mass wasting emplacement style (Figures 6 and 7). Although true thickness and randomness of the debris in the lobe-shaped toe are unknown, increasing the distance to any coherent source will also reduce magnetization amplitudes. Thus, the westward weakening in the magnetization intensity appears to capture the lithological variation from serpentinized peridotite in the southeast part of the slope study area to more weakly magnetized rocks, such as olivine gabbros, gabbros, and basaltic dikes, the magnetic signal of which are further attenuated by westward thickening of the emplaced rocks as a result of the sliding process (Figure 7).

5.2. Chronology of Intrarift Ridge Crustal Samples and Implications for the Evolution of Magnetizations in Hess Deep

There is an apparent discrepancy between inferred magnetic polarity between two closely (~500 m) located sites on the Intrarift Ridge, between the ODP drill sites and the sample location for zircon dating (Figure 1b). The magnetic polarity suggested based on gabbro samples from ODP drill sites shows normal polarity, whereas zircon dates imply gabbro crystallization during reverse polarity. Although this discrepancy initially appears puzzling, unraveling its chronology helps us decipher the evolution of the Hess Deep rifting system. The U-Pb zircon age of the crust is derived independently from magnetic acquisition processes. The closure temperature for the U-Pb system in zircon (~850°C) is close to the crystallization temperature of the gabbro and significantly higher than the Curie temperature of magnetite (580°C) and a typical blocking temperature.
range of 580–550°C. Hence, the zircon ages of ~1.27 Ma mark the time that the Hess Deep section crystallized [Rioux et al., 2012], which is in the Matuyama reverse polarity chron (0.781–2.581 Ma) [Gradstein et al., 2012]. The crust would become magnetized slightly later, either in the Cobb Mountain (1.173–1.185 Ma) or Jaramillo (0.988–1.072 Ma) normal polarity subchrons of the current geomagnetic polarity time scale [Gradstein et al., 2012] as the crust cooled through its magnetic blocking temperature range.

Magnetization acquisition processes within lower crust and upper mantle formations could be thermal in origin but may also be attributed to late stage chemical alteration, and particularly, chemical remanent magnetization associated with intense serpentinization [e.g., Kikawa et al., 1996; Pariso et al., 1996; Oufi et al., 2002; Malvoisin et al., 2012a, 2012b; Maffione et al., 2014]. Such late stage chemical alteration has been invoked for the magnetization of formations in both ODP Holes 894 and 895 based on core-log integration and on local tectonic reconstruction [MacLeod et al., 1996].

Given the timing of the formation of the crust inferred by the zircon data from the gabbro samples, the normal polarity magnetization observed in the south facing slope could have been acquired in a later normal polarity period than the original remanent magnetization, as a result of chemical magnetization arising from serpentinization. This could have occurred during either during the Cobb Mountain, Jaramillo, or Brunhes (i.e., today’s magnetic field) normal polarity period.

Combining the zircon absolute age data and the state of highly serpentinized samples from both ODP Holes and our ROV rock sampling, we propose that the most feasible sequence of events affecting the samples from each site is as follows: (i) in situ gabbro at EPR is formed during the Matuyama reverse polarity chron represented by the zircon age [Rioux et al., 2012], followed by the acquisition of an original thermoremanent magnetization by the gabbros of the intrarift ridge; (ii) alteration and serpentinization of these EPR gabbros and upper mantle peridotite, respectively, resulted in a chemical remanent magnetization being acquired during one of the later normal polarity periods; and (iii) rifting created the intrarift ridge and exposed these gabbros and serpentinized peridotites on the south facing slope of Hess Deep.

6. Conclusions

We summarize our conclusions from this study as follows:

1. Line-to-line coherency of magnetization distribution may be an indication of a well-preserved internal structure in cohesive slipped blocks that comprise the south facing slope of the Hess Deep. The distinctive contrast in magnetization amplitude between the upper and lower slopes is likely to be attributed to the middle slope bench, one of the semicircular, step-like scars resulting from block slippage.

2. The westward weakening of magnetization intensity in the lower part of the slope appears to capture the lithological variation from serpentinized peridotite in the southeast part of the slope study area to more weakly magnetized formations, such as olivine gabbros, gabbros and (oxide-) gabbros, and basaltic dikes. The amplitude of the magnetic signal from these rocks is likely to be further attenuated by westward thickening of the rocks emplaced by the sliding process (i.e., the thickness of the toe lobes overlying the source rock formation). These survey lines therefore document the first magnetic profiles that capture the gabbro-ultramafic and possibly dike-gabbro boundaries in fast-spreading lower crust.

3. In combination with previously reported analyses, our data suggest the following sequence of events in the evolution of magnetization in Hess Deep: (i) acquisition of an original thermoremanent magnetization by in situ gabbros at the EPR during the Matuyama reverse polarity chron; (ii) alteration and serpentinization of these EPR gabbros and peridotite, resulting in acquisition of chemical remanent magnetizations during one of the Cobb, Jaramillo, and Brunhes normal polarity periods; and then, (iii) rifting of the intrarift ridge to expose these rocks on the south facing slope at the Hess Deep.
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